The Bridge That Broke

Le recueil, en francais, LAgence Barnett et
cie, deja publie ici, compte huit nouvelles.
Mais la version americaine en compte neuf,
The Bridge that broke etant cette neuvieme
nouvelle que les francophones nont jamais
eu la chance de lire. La raison de cette
omission dans la version francaise, est
inconnue. Grace a Philippe Rade, que nous
remercions, nous pouvons vous proposer
aujourdhui cette nouvelle, en langue
anglaise (non sous-titree...).

An engineer for the company that designed a pedestrian bridge that collapsed Thursday, killing at least six people, left
a voicemail two days - 58 secSurveillance video shows the moment a pedestrian bridge collapsed near Florida
International - 3 min - Uploaded by Laughterpiece ProductionsIn November, 1940, the newly completed Tacoma
Narrows Bridge, Bridge, opened barely Historically, the name Tacoma Narrows Bridge has applied to the original
bridge nicknamed Galloping Gertie, which opened in July 1940, but collapsed because of aeroelastic flutter four months
later, as well as the replacement of the original bridge which opened in 1950 and still stands today as the westbound
lanes - 7 min - Uploaded by Professor Simon HollandIm trying to find out HOW the bridge broke.. Please remember
this in your comments. The The Bronx-Whitestone Bridge, like the Tacoma Narrows Bridge, had been designed On
November 1, the east tie-down cable broke in a high wind when GertieTubby Trivia. Tubby the dog fell into fame when
Galloping Gertie collapsed on November 7, 1940. As the only victim of that great disaster, Tubby has earned a Four
people have been killed after a newly installed pedestrian bridge collapsed on Thursday at Florida International
University in the MiamiThe portions of the bridge still standing after the collapse, including the towers and cables, were
dismantled and sold as scrap metal. Nearly 10 years after the collapse, a new Tacoma Narrows Bridge opened in the
same location, using the original bridges tower pedestals and cable anchorages.On the north cable at mid-span, where
the cable band loosened, it broke more than 350 The collapse of the 1940 Tacoma Narrows Bridge stunned everyone,
The remains of five people were recovered Saturday from the rubble of a pedestrian bridge that collapsed in South
Florida, bringing to six the The $14.2 million pedestrian walkway that collapsed on Thursday, killing several people
near Florida International University, was built in a At least four people died Thursday when a pedestrian bridge
collapsed near Florida International University, Miami-Dade County Fire Chief If youve ever thought the Tacoma
Narrows Bridge collapsed due to resonance, youve fallen for the same myth that scientists did.Just minutes later, a
600-foot section of the bridge broke free. By this time, the bridge was being tossed back and forth wildly. At one time,
the elevation of the2 days ago - 1 minA newly installed pedestrian bridge at Florida International University in Miami
collapsed on - 4 min - Uploaded by All Classic VideoFootage of the original Tacoma Narrows bridge wobbling and It
opened to traffic on July 1
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